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The Final Four Edition 

 

 
 

This is always a lonely time for the TurkeyMaster, because I am never sure there is anyone 

out there reading the Turkey Pool Updates. Especially this year…especially after Round 4. 

For many of you…had you invested in a psychic to read her crystal ball regarding your 

brackets, it would have resembled the cartoon above.  

 

Most of you know that Mrs. TurkeyMaster comes from long family lineage of Kentucky 

Wildcats…you can insert your own joke here if you so desire…I choose NOT to because I am 

walking around on egg shells ever since those dastardly Tar Heels bested Cal’s Boys! In fact, 

30% of the Pool had Kentucky in the Final Four and I suspect 9 out of 10 of them are related 

to Mrs. T (ok…that’s probably hyperbole!) Even worse…there are a bunch of Kansas 

Jayhawks fans out there whose Final Four tea leaves didn’t steep long enough for their taste. 

Ninety-two of you (58%) had the Jayhawks punching their ticket to Phoenix, only to realize 

it was going to be a long flight back to Lawrence. 

 

There are a few fortunate Poolers who still have a couple “dogs” in the race (or Zags, Ducks 

and/or Rams), and actually have an opportunity to win some moolah in the next 2 rounds. 

Interestingly, no one predicted that the Gamecocks would “still be standing” at this point. 

For the rest of us, we are just waiting to see where we end up compared to other family 

members, work associates or friends for non-profitable bragging rights for another year! 

 

For the SIXTY pitiful prognosticators of the Pool who cannot muster a single point in 2017, 

here are a couple questions for you to contemplate!  

 
* If FedEx and UPS were to merge, would they call it FedUP? 
* If quitters never win, and winners never quit, what fool came up with, “Quit while you’re 
ahead”? 
* Do Lipton employees take coffee breaks? 
* What hair color do they put on the driver’s licenses of bald men? 

http://ifail.info/ups-man-throws-package/
http://all-funny.info/like-women-way-like-coffee


* Why are they called apartments, when they’re all stuck together? 
* If people from Poland are called “Poles,” why aren’t people from Holland called “Holes?” 
* If lawyers are disbarred and clergymen defrocked, doesn’t it follow that electricians can be 
delighted, musicians denoted, cowboys deranged, models deposed, tree surgeons debarked 
and dry cleaners depressed? 
* Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist, but a person who drives a race car not 
called a racist? 
* If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular? 
* When someone asks you, “A penny for your thoughts,” and you put your two cents in, what 
happens to the other penny? 

 

If these existential dilemmas are a little too much for you, then perhaps ALL OF YOU can 

help me with a couple of my own questions! For your efforts, I will put all respondents into a 

hat and randomly draw three names out for one FREE entry into the 2018 Turkey Pool! 

 

Please respond to these questions before MONDAY, APRIL 3rd, so that I can include them 

in the FINAL TURKEY POOL UPDATE! 

 

1) What is your favorite alias of this year’s 25th Anniversary Turkey Pool? 

2) What is your all-time favorite Turkey Pool alias from the first 25 years? 

 

Send your votes to turkeymaster@cog-med.com before Monday! 

 

And now some quick congratulations! 

 

Way to go SnowWhite who is one of the only people to score 87 points in Round 4 by 

correctly picking 3 out of 4 teams in the Final Four. It was enough to help her vault 3 places 

into FIRST place in the Standings! We will see if she can avoid taking “a bite from a poison 

apple” in the final 3 games.  

 

The other magnificent Round 4 pickers are: _______Comprometidoadultio__WeBeUs who 

hopped 29 places from 34th to 5th, IWannaWin who ascended 30 spots from 37th place after 

Round 3 to 7th place now and DarthMasterBlaster#1 who used the dark side of the Force to 

levitate a whopping 37 places from 46th to his current resting place in 9th!  

 

The winner of the Round 4 $25for25 is none other than SoWeElectedThisGuy? I guess in a 

Turkey Pool Update filled with existential questions, I will leave you all with that one! 

Remember to help me out with your favorite alias of this year and of all-time!! 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poland
http://www.classicfm.com/instruments/piano/best-pianists-ever/
mailto:turkeymaster@cog-med.com

